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' I'm an interactive a rtist: 
I constru c t experiences .' <D 

' Many limit the value of oral 

history and interviewing to an
ecdotes . the illustrative inci

dent . the ambience of the time 
... I think it helps get t he event 

itself ... the guts of the event . 
the heart of it .' (j) 

Documenting audience experience 
is one of the greatest challeng
es and one of the mo st promising 
new directions in the creation 
of media art archives , Media 
art theory emphasizes the role 
of partici pants , but descrip 
tions of their experiences in 
their own words rarely appear 
in the documentary record . The 
field of oral histo ry provides a 
valuable approach to addressi ng 
this gap . It presents arguments 
for the historical legitimacy 
and significance of first-hand 
accounts of actual experienc
es , as well as guidance for good 
practice in creating and manag-

ing such resources . The use of 
oral hi sto ry is not new in art 
doc umentation; it has bee n used 
effectively to record informa
tion from the perspec tive of 
artists and important figures 
in the art world . In this es 
say , however, I argue that oral 
histories of media art should be 
expanded to include the expe
riences of the audience . I de 
scribe a recent case study in 
t hi s area that focuses on the 
work of the seminal media artist 
David Rokeby .<lJ 
In the quote that 
essay David Rokeby 

opens this 
acknowledg-

es that as an artist working 
with computers his role is not 
to c reate objects , but expe ri 
ences , The experiential nature 
of such artworks is often seen 
as a problem for documentation , 
raising the question of how , or 
even whether, we should pre 
serve their immaterial aspects . 
But t he mutability of media art 
can also be seen as a valuable 
opportunity for developing new 
forms of documentation . Archi 
vist and theo ri st Alain Depocas 
argues that documentary prac 
tice must address the transi
tory and transitional state of 
media art : grasping all the 
consequences of this transito 
riness requires a profound par
adigm shift ' . 
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There have already been signif
icant advances in methodologies 
for documenting media artworks 
from an arc h ival and preserva
tion perspective . The Variable 
Media Network, for example, 
has developed an approach that 
seeks to identify the essen
tial qualities of an artwork by 
interviewing the artist and 
others involved in the creation 
of the work .@ The Capturing Un 
stable Media project has devel
oped a formal conce ptual model 
for describing and preserving 
aspects of electronic artworks. 
which is flexible enough to 
accommodate the 
processual nature 
projects . <» Both 
Media Network and 

iterative and 
of media arts 
the Variable 
the Capturing 

Unstable Media initiative agree 
that audience experience is 
impo rtant . and both make 
space in their structures for 
experiential material . However 
neither has developed methods 
for dealing with this aspect of 
documentation . and the audience 
experience continues to be a gap 
in the documentary record . 

Ora l Histo ries ; val u ing 
exper ien ce . lis t e ning to voic e s 

The field of oral history off ers 
precedents . models and guides for 
good practice in recording, 
cataloguing and preserving ac 
counts of individual experiences. 
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It also redresses a historical 
imbalance in the kinds of in
formation that are recorded. 
valued . and will be made avail
able to people in the future . 
Reimer describes oral history as 
the use of the actual words and 
voices of those who lived and 
witnessed history 
people and topics 
absent from the 
record . Such gaps 

to document 
previously 
historical 

appear , he 
argues . when 'groups in society 
[have] neithe r the means nor 
occasion to represent themselves 
by written records and hence 
our knowledge of them [comes] 
through impersonal statistics .... ' @ 

The media art audience is such a 

group . 
Whilst there are already 

existing oral history projects 
that relate to art . these 
focus mainly on the lives and 
accounts of important or power
ful figures in art history . The 
Archives of American Art Oral 
History Program , for example, 
which began in 1958 . documents 
the history of the visual arts 
in the United States , pr i marily 
through interviews with artists . 
historians . dealers and critics . 
The CACHe Project (Computer 

Arts. Contexts , Histories. etc . ) 
collates numerous archives rela· 
ting to British computer art . 
and includes interviews with 
artists considered to be pioneers 

CD F~omme. R. and S. Fauconnier. ' Capturing 

Unstable Media Arts - A Formal Model for 

Desctibing and Preserving Aspects of 
Electronic Art', in Frohne. U .. J. Guiton 
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in the field . The project 
What ' s 
Art? 

Welsh 

led by 
for Performance 
Heike Roms , has 

rich archive of 
wi th leading Welsh 

created a 

interviews 
performance 
innovative 

artists . 
technique 

Roms' 
includes 

publicly staged interviews that 
allow members of the audience 
who were present during the 
events to question or cor rect 
the accounts given by the inter
viewee . Despite these valuable 
oral history projects there 
is still a lack of material 
that records the experience of 
the 'non -professional' partici
pants . The audience remains a 
silent maj ori ty in the history 
of media art - much talked about 
but rarely heard. 
Curators , conservators, artists 
and arts administrators have 
the power and the responsibility 
to select or produce insti
tutional archival records 
about the art of today . Oral 
histories of media art should 
address the gap in experiential 
documentation by recording many 
different perspectives on a 
work - including the views of 
the artist . curator and tech 
nician but their particular 
contributions would serve to 
e mphasise the experience of 
the general audience . These 
histories would offer rich and 
varied portraits of how the 
artworks existed in experience 
and would necessarily widen our 
understanding of the relation-
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ship of media art to its social 
and cultural context . 
Oral history is part of a spoken 
rather than a written tradi
tion . Its materials are produced 
from 
the 
the 

a conversation between 
archivist/researcher and 

subject. which implies a 
significant ethical dimension in 
its production. As described in 
the quote from Walter Lord that 
opens this essay . many histo 
rians immediately consign oral 
documents to the periphery . Such 
accounts are necessarily less 
polished than written records , 
and therefore seem to have less 
authority in the text-based 
world of historical research . 
Countering this position Reimer 
points out that oral history was 
in fact one of the f irst ways of 
registering history . which was 
ecli psed when the technology 
of the written word became our 
primary mode of recording .0 

However . modern technologies such 
as the telephone. video and In
ternet are bringing orality back 
more strongly into our culture . 
Mackay argues that oral history 
has developed hand-in-hand with 
technology . ® Beginning with 
the open reel tape recorders 
of the 1930s and 1940s. it 

was developments in recording 
technology that first made the 
recording of people ' s verbal 
descriptions possible . The 1960s 
and 1970s represented a boom 
in oral history recordings due 
to the introduction of small 

CD Reimer . D. 1984 . op. cJt. 
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portable tape recorders . Digital 
technology introduced in the 
1990s opened new possibilities 
for preserving and presenting 
records. and video offered the 
option of adding visual informa
tion . The relationship of oral 
history to technology makes it a 
particularly interesting form of 
documentation for media art , as 
both the artform and its means 
of documentation reflect and 
exploit technological change. 
Advances in Internet technolo
gies - particularly the ability 
to easily upload and download 
video and audio content to web
sites - offer the possibilities 
of distributed production and 
widespread dissemination of 
audiovisual records . ® 
Whereas in the early days of 
oral history the written tran
scription of an account was 
consid ered the primary document , 
current practice emphasizes 
the central importance of the 
audiovisual recording . This 
emphasis recognizes that the 
value and content of an oral 
account is inextricably bound up 
with its te lling : the time-based 
unravelling of the story in the 
voice of the person who tells 
it. The tone of voice , attitude 
and the emotion of the speaker , 
the memory lapses and self
correction are all vital 
parts of oral records . which 
situate the account related 
by the speaker. Even in their 
complete form oral records 
are clearly subjective and 
selective : no single oral 
record claims to hold the whole 
truth . As Reimer argues. few 
historical records reveal the 

biases of their creators as 
openly as oral interviews . The 
challenge, then , 
an oral history 
is to find ways 

in creating 
of media art 

to present 
experiential accounts that allow 
the oral register to be valued , 
understood and placed centrally 
in the history of media art . In 
the second part of this essay 
I describe an example that 
attempted to solve some of these 
problems through the creation 
of an online documentary case 
study that combined traditional 
archival materials with oral 
records from both the artist and 

the audience . 

Case study: 
An oral h isto r y of David 

Rok eby ' s The Giver of Names 

In 2007 The Daniel Langlois 
Foundation commissioned Caitlin 
Jones and me to create a documen
tary collection for the artwork 
The Giver of Names (1991 - ) , 
by David Rokeby (see image) , 
Through the creation of this 
case study we have developed 
a promising approach to media 
art documentation that inte
grates oral records from both 
the artist and the audience with 
traditional archival materials . 
The Gi ver of Names is a computer 
system programmed to see , 
analyze and describe objects 
offered to it by partici
pants . In the ideal scenario 
envisaged by the artist, a 
participant chooses objects 
from a pile on the floor and 
places them on a plinth to be 
analyzed and described by 
the computer . The computer ' s 
descriptions are assembled 

from its 
responding 
as colour , 
The computer 
tion aloud , 

language database , 
to parameters such 
form and position . 
speaks the descrip 
and it appears as 

text on a screen showing an 
image of the obj ect , suspended 
directly above the plinth . 
The sentences it produces are 
grammatically correct but non 
sensical . The descriptions 
may seem poetic . whimsical or 
foolish to the human observer . 
but , crucially for Rokeby , they 
should not be perceived as being 
completely random . 
The documentary collection 
includes an interview with David 
Rokeby. interviews with audience 
members and mu seum guards . 
as well as detailed technical 
documentation of the work. 
photographs and bibliographic 
references . Our strategy was to 
emphasise the dialogue between 
the ideal , conceptual existence 
of the work , and its actual 
manifestation through different 
iterations and exhibitions in 
the real world . Maintaining this 
tension between the real and the 
ideal allowed us to articulate 
the relationship of experien
tial material irlW the broader 
archival context . 
During the course of the exhi-
bition we interviewed audience 

and with members of all 
many different 

ages 
backgrounds . 

professions and levels of exp e 
rience with art and technology . 
The creation of this case 
study shed light on the many 

practical and 
issues that must 

methodological 
be considered 

when producing oral records of 
audience experiences . In ·the 
remainder of this essay I outline 
the most important of these 
issues . and describe the solutions 
we implemented in our own work . 

1 

The role of the researcher 
The creation of oral records 
necessarily entails questions 
of validity and reliability . 
Oral records are considered by 
some to have diminished status 
among other forms of historical 
documentation , because they 
necessarily reflec t the perso 
nal viewpoints of both the 
record - creator and the subject. 
There are two useful strategies 
proposed in the Ii terat'Jre of 
oral histor~ to counter these 
objections . The first is to 
make created 
available in 
a variety of 

oral materials 
conjunction with 
other kinds of 

materials wherever possible . 
This allows for a form of tri 
angulation in which different 
types of material can validate 
and problematize one another . 
The second is to emphasise the 
unique value of the reflexive 
way in which oral records are 
produced . Oral documentation 
implies a proactive role for 
the archivist/researcher as the 
record - creator - and not merely 
as the custodian . Materials are 
produced self-consciously for 
an array of future purposes and 
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w:i'tll an awareness of current 

praciice. The rigour of thJ.s 

practice is generated through an 

emphasis on clarity of motives 

and methods Bnd a reflex. 

2 

Technical considerations 

Creating audiovisual docum(~nta

tion of digi'tal instal. lations j,s 

notorj.ously difficult because 

of the prevalencc~ of darkness, 

scrcco,ns and projections. Often 

th(~ local condition!:, of an artv..rork 

(e. g., the ambient light::i.ng) wi1 J 

need to be adjust:ed to creat:e 

good photographic or video 

documents'tion. When documenting 

audience 'intEoraC"l:ion[~, the.se 

kinds of adjustments are impos

sible, as ·thc,oy w:il1 affect the 

participant's exper:i.ence of the 

work. There is no easy soJ_ution 

to this problem. Experience 

suggests ths't a combination of 

the best available camera and 

maximum manual control (to avoid 

particular problems like auto

focus), a good camera operator, 

as well as considerable tweak 

ing during post-production, 

achieves reasonable results. On 

the other hand it is important 

t.o remember ·that in recording 

audience experiences the verbal 

report of the partiCipant is 

the most important j.nformati.on. 

Our technical priority in The 

G.i vcr of Namc.c; case s1~udy was 

to always ensure tha'L the sound 

quaJ_j.ty was as good as p08s11)J_e. 

3 

Ethics, consent. copyright 

The ethical and legal status of 

an experiential record is vital. 

if it is Lo be made ava:ilable 

to tu'ture researchers. The main 

requiremen·ts inc Jude the lleed to 

certify informed consent, and to 

transfer copyright from the par

'Licipant t.o t~he researche.r. In 

most instances the necessity of 

cOJJJple1~ing the correct paperwork 

needs ,to be balanced against the 

chaJ.lenge of persuading general 

vif.:dtors to participa1~e in an 

in'terview. Long, compJ.ex and 

il'l"t:im:i.c1crtinis consent forms could 

d:Lscourage potentia] partici

pant[;, [-::0 it is vital to spend 

time preparing the 

paperwork possib:1e, 

simplest 

whilst 

meeting all necessary legal and 

ethical requiremen·ts. 

4 
Capturing negative or 

neutral experiences 

An important challenge in creat

ing experien-tial documen·tation 

is t~he quest_ion of how to record 

'negative' experiences. It :i.s 

much easier for re~)ea rchers 

to record interviews with par

ticipants who have clearly 

had a sst~i,sfying, or at_ least 

a reasonably long j.nteraction 

with the artwork. In many cases, 

however, 

to have 

mc:'nt with 

for the 

visitors are likely 

only minimal engage

the work. In order 

documentaLLon no·t to 

bE-~ mi~;~!eading, it 

to contextuaJise 

is necessary 

the high" 

quality experiences recorded in 

interviews within the larger 

field of J.ess a·t·terltive erlCOUn

ters. The solution we used in 

The C.l ver. of Names case s·tudy was 

to include interviews with the 

professional gallery attendants 

\"ho watch over: the artwork (-,:very 

clay. The (-Jt:tendants describe their 

own perC('lYtions of the gmleral 

behaviour of the crowd, and pro

vide s01ne1~hing of a contextual 

overview of the audience. Cap-

turing ·the indJviciual experiences 

of the attendan-ts in this viay pro"

vides a more in·teresting source 

of moJ:'(~ general informa1 Jon than 

quanti 1~at:i.ve surveys. 

5 

How many experiences to record? 

The aim of creating an oral 

record of the audience's ex

periences of any par1:icular 

artwork is not (and could 

never b(~) to crc-:'ate a complet,e 

record of the different ways in 

which an artwork manifests. Each 

person's experience is 

necessarily partial 

bo,th 

only 

showing some of the many aspects 

of an ar·twork and a·t the same 

time comp1ete in itself. Jus1~ 

one real 

to open 

experience is 

up 1~he field 

enough 

of pos-

sibiJities that exists in an 

artwork and add a spark of life 

to its documentation. The kind of 

experj.entia]. records that would 

form an oral history are quali· 

tative rather than quantitative 

in na'ture, and do not lend them'· 

selves ·to s1~atisticaJ. uses. On 

the other hand, comparisons 

between differen't people's 

experiences can be very illumi

nating, and recording a variety 

of different experiences adds 

richness t:o a colJ.ection. In The 

Gj. vel' of Nams;;, case st:udy we 

created a multilayered portrait 

of -the work by ensuring a balance 

between the genders, a good 

spread of ages, and d:Lff(~rent~ 

kinds of expertise and interests 

in the people we interviewed. 

Conclusion: 
Towards an oral his·tory 

of media art 

'1'he work done for Thc-'! GJ vCc'l" of 

Names case study demonstrates 

that oral doculnentation is val

uable, but aJ.so time-consuming 

and difficult. To make a 

significant 

that media 

impact on thc,o way 

art is understood 

nm" and 
hist:ory 

pool the 

in the future, oral 

i.nitiat:ive.s need t.o 

efforts of ,th(-,: many 

J:"(-!s(:;archers and institutions 

vlho are int:eres·ted ill audience 

experience, and to galvanize 

others to begin to include ,this 

kind of work in their documen-

tary processes. The 

ease of uploading 

increasinB-, 

and down-

Joading video cont:ent via 1~he 

Internet makes such a global 

perspective not onJy desirab:Le, 

but also achievable. Tho issues 

raised by 

·tha1: such 

this case study show 

an ini 1~ia"t:Lve wouJd 

need to strike del:Lcate 

baJance between openness and 

flexibility on the one hand, 

and rigour and s·truc·ture on 

t~he other. An oral history 

of media art would need to 

establish standards 

tion and curating 

a range of areas, 

prod-uc1~ion va] ues, 

of callec" 

that cover 

including 

e1~hical and 

legal issu,es, reflexive and 

accountable methods, and the 

intelligibility of records 

supported by detailed contextual 

information and cataloguing. 

The reward would be a signifi'

cant response to the gap tha't 

currently exists in our records 

of audience experience. Such a 

resource would ensure the lively 

existence of today's artworks 



in the future , as well as a 
re - balancing of art historica l 
accounts to include t he reality , 
not just the idea , of the 
aud i ence ' s 
media art . 

active role in 

David Rokeby . The Giver of Names, 1991·2004 . 

variable dimensions , video carnera . computer. 

custom software, objects , pedestal . video 
projector, rea r - projection screen, small 

multimedia speakers . Photograph: Silversalt 
Photography . courtesy Campbelltown Arts Centre. 
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SUSTAINABLE 
ARCHIVING OF 
BORN - DIGITAL 
CULTURAL CONTENT 

Born-digital is a term derived from the 
field of digitsl preservation and digital 
heri tage practises . describing digi tal 
materials that are not intended to have 
an analogue equi valent . ei ther as the 
originating source or as a result of con
version tD analogue form . CD 

CD A brief archaeology of t.he t.erlD 'born-digital' can be found 

on our vebaite: http://wvw.vlrtuee~platforlD.nl/en/Q2564. 

Alaa aee the liat of definitions on t.he Digital Preservation 
Coalition website: http://www.dpconline.ocg/advice/ 

• ntroductlon-definltions-and-concepts.htlDl. 

Introduction 

Digitisation of archives has opened up possibilities for access 
to huge quantities of material, be it text. image or audiovisual . 
The heritage sector is increaSingly aware of the value its ar

chives have for a professional audience and the broader public . 
They see the digitisation of their collections and the use of 

new techniques as improving access to their col lections . In ad
di tion . cultural organizations increasingly recognize the val
ue of recording . streaming online and archiving their confer

ences . performances and other live events , and of implementing 
content management systems that make this content accessible . 

According to a recent report. BBC ' s Radio 4 has taken to using the 
word ' archive ' as a noun , without a definite or indefinite arti

cle . as in . 'the programme will feature archive to tell the story 
of ..... The same article highlights that there are even four ' ar

chived ' volumes of the computer game Sonic the Hedgehog available 

for purchase . inviting fans to 'travel back in time to where it 
all began · . ® In the Netherlands the National Archive has always 

been called the National Archive . but its equivalent in the UK 

has just changed its name from the UK Public Record Office to The 
National Archives , implying that archives are collective memory 0 · 1 

banks instead of state instruments . 
At the same time many artworks created specifically for online 

purposes have already disappeared , victims of new standards . 

high-speed Internet connections or their own time - based design . 
Artists and cultural organizations alike face the challenge of 

developing sustainable . long-term systems to document and access 

their knowledge . There is also a growing interest and awareness 
on the part of the general publ i c about the perils of born - digital 

content . Newspapers report about ' online history facing extinc
tion', ' seeking clarity on archiving e-mails ' and ' forget storage 

if you want your files to last '. All the above point to the need to 

understand the nature of this new type of material. or to put it 

s i mp l y : what does archiving mean in t he Internet era? 

Archives have the important task of saving cultural heritage from 

being lost forever . The field of archiving born -digital material 
has to deal with documents that are characterized by their dynamic 

nature . leading to difficulties in the archi ving process . Rather 

than d i scussing the pros and cons of the digital world we need to 
examine the conditions of the digital realm and its effects in con

crete terms . What, indeed . is the nature of born -digital material 
and how can we analyze it? Should we prioritize the preservation 

of the computer programs designed especially to make these works 

® Bl"eakell. Sue .. Pel"spectives: Negotiating the Al"chive·. in TATE Papers. Issue 9. Spring 2008. 

Link: http://www.tate .org.uk/research/tatereseal"ch/tatepapers/08spring/breakell.shtm . 



accessible and legible over and above the evolution of software 
and hardware? Or do we need to find other methods such as record
ing , emulation and migration? And how can the con"texts these works 

dealt with be preserved? Knowledge transfer is important but what 
does it mean - what is the significance and importance of know 
ledge transfer? These data are relative and we have to operate under 
this condition and so , at times . we have to be pragmatic . Wit h this 
publication Virtueel Platform wants to get to the core of these 
issues : how manifold are they . who is dealing with them . and how, 
and what is needed and necessary . We have asked several stakeholders 

from different disciplines to write down their experiences . find 

ings and solutions . These specialists from the area of born-digital 
preservation and archiving reflect on the current state of affairs 

in their specific field and identify the most pressing concerns , 

Established Internet artist Martine Neddam elaborates on the 
challenges an Internet artist faces over the years , from domain 

name registration expirations . to database back - ups . recent 
updates and much more . Researchers and artists Anne Laforet . 

Aymeric Mansoux and Marloes de Valk explain the benefits of using 
FLOSS and open standards for preserving born -digital material . 

Florian Cramer . lecturer at the Piet Zwart I nstitute in Rotterdam . 
reflects on the PRINT/pixel i n ternational conference that 

was organized in May 2009 , and discusses the issue of digital 

print material , Departing from the closure of two important 

advocates for media art preservation the Daniel LanglOiS 
Foundation and the Ludwig Boltzmann I nstitute Canadian 

researcher and writer Caitlin Jones focuses on the issue of 
responsibility for keeping our media art heritage alive . Gaby 

Wij ers . head of Collection and Conservation at NIMk . Ams t erdam 

and Gabriele Blome . art historian , University of Siegen . Germany . 
s h ed light on the first internationally shared online archive 

GAMA - the Gateway to European Media Art . Australian c urator and 
researcher Lizzie Muller draws attention to the importance of cap

turing audience experiences when dealing with the preservation 

of born - d i gital cultural material . Jeroen van Mastrigt . lecturer 
at the Art. Media and Technology Faculty of the Utrecht School of 
the Arts (HKU - KMT) in Hilversum . discusses archiving strategies 
in gaming . This anthology concludes with a recent report by 

Digi tal Heritage Netherlands , which has conducted quantitative 

research into born -digital cultural heritage in the Netherlands . 

Together with a report of the Archive 2020 expert meeting , organized 
by Virtuee l Platfo r m in May 2009 . this publication is a first step 

towards understanding the challenges facing born -digital archiving 

and how to remedy these in an energetiC and growing digital world . 

Annet Dekker . Virtueel Platform . May 2010 
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REPORT: 
ARCHIVE 2020 EXPERT MEETING 
Anne! Dekker 

In May 2009 Virtueel Platform organized Archive 2020. an expert 
meeting that focused on the longevity and sustainability of born 

digital content produced by cultural organizations or practition 
ers.0 The term ' born -digital ' refers to ' digital materials that 
are not intended to have an analogue equivalent . either as the 

originating source or as a result of conversion to analogue form ' ,@ 
The archiving of such content has received very little attention 

in the Netherlands . to the e x tent that . unless immediate steps are 
taken, we could soon talk o f a ' digital Dark Age ' in which valu 

able content is lost to future generations . The aim of the expert 

meeting was therefore to examine existing e xamples of these types 
of archives and determine which issues need to be addressed if we 

are to champion their growth in the short and long term . Some of 
the questions that Virtueel Platform raised i ncluded : 

Which born - digital cultural archives already exist and what 
lessons can we learn from them? 

Can a community establish its own archive without an i nstitu 
t i onal structure? 

Could a community-driven approach with social software help 
develop innovative strategies for group archiving? How can 

new and traditional tools best be merged to i mpro v e access 
and improve usability? 

Representatives from internat i onal museums . organizations and 
artists ' initiatives conven ed in Amsterdam in May 2009 for a 

frank dialogue regarding the current state of born - digital 

arc h ives . The meeting provided a unique opportunity for both 

major collecting institutes and small artists ' archives to re 
co nsider the ways in which archives of born - digi tal cultural 

content are created . managed . disseminated and preserved . 

Start ing point s 

The participants grappled with the challenges and opportunities 

posed by existing online archives . We asked them to send us questions 
or statements relat i ng to the theme of Arch ive 2020 . Of course . the 

questions were manifold but could be summarized as follows : 

CD Virtueel Platform organised the event in con 

sultation with Digital Heritage Netherlands. 

The Ne therlands InstItute for Heritage and 

Netherlands Media Art Institute. 

@ Sourced from the list of Definitions and Con 

cepts on the Digital Preservation Coalition 

webs i te ; http://www . dpconline . o r gl advice/ 

introduction·definitions-and·concepts.hrml. 
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The first question concerned t h e natur e o f a bo rn - digita l a r c h i ve: 
Does archiving born-digital works raise problems that require 

new solutions? 
What does the act of archiving mean in terms of activity . software 
support , etc . ? 

Could we regard archiving as a process? 
Should digital archives set up a retention policy or should 
they keep all the content and metadata and invest in search 

engine technology? 
How can we safeguard and archive contextual information (the 

context in which the work came into being . was commented on, and 

contributed to)? 

Not surpris i ngly , these questions gave rise to issues about the 

n ot ions of visib i lity a nd acces sib i lit y of archives : 
How can the quality of content in new archives be ensured within 

the larger and mostly institutional discourse? 

Should special organizations be established to research and 
systematically document media art , i . e ., organizations t hat 

bundle relevant information , or s hould this task be transferred 
to traditional institutes such as museums (which , in some 

countries . are not very open to born ~ digital artworks)? 

Can an archive survive outside the museum structure? 
How can we make archives more visible and increase access? 

Related to this notion of accessibility was , of course . a conce r n 

abou t the dis s eminat ion o f the content , ways of possible reuse , 

and the role communities could play in this process : 
How can the knowledge about archiving born-digital content and 

digital archivi ng be disseminated a nd be mad e available to pro

fessionals and laymen ; in other words , how open can an archive be? 
Sh ould we design archives that facilitate the re - use or remix 

i ng of material , or the creation of mash-ups? What examples 

already e xi st? 
What role can communi ties play in strengthening connections 

between archives? 
Will we ever find a way to build a global archive - and do we 

want to? 

And , obviously , t he most pressing concern is who will pay for 

th i s . How will these archives deal with their fundin g? 
How can financial stability be guaranteed for non ~institutional 

andlor informal online archives and platforms? 

What can be learned from new funding models that differ from 
' traditional ' i nstitutional or project-based funding? 

, 

Grou p disc ussions 
In order to direct the small group discussions we invited rep
resentatives from several established and emerging archives to 

present their archives and highlight the problems and challenges 
they faced . Each case involved a series of specific issues .@ These 
issues were analyzed , compared and discussed . 

Chr istiane Pa ul - Whi t n ey Ar t port : Internet art in a museum con

text : preservation strategies and initiatives . 
Eri c Kluitenb e r g - The Living Arc h ive : The Living Archive aims 

to create a model in which the documentation of ongoing cultural 
processes , archived materials . ephemera and discursive practices 

is interwoven as seamlessly as possible . Approaching the ar 
chive ' as a discursive principle . 

Olga Gor i unova - Runme . o rg: Looking at the archive as a process : 

ethical considerations when dealing with aesthetic and historical 
change . 

Monika Fle isc hmann & Wolf gang Strauss - Netz spa nnung . org : The ar 

c hive as a constantly living and growing entity , and the possi 
bilities of using semantic mapping as a tool that organizes the 

content in new ways each time it is visited . 
Est h e r We lte v red e : The appearance of a web archive when captur

ing hyperlinks , search engine results , and other digital objects . 

Saving relevant aspects besides the digital document . and how 
to repurpose bo r n - digital devices (search engines , platforms and 

recommendation systems) for web archiving . 

Ayme ric Mansoux - a r t .deb : Using l ive distribution systems , re 

positories . virtual machines and servers as more stable and last 
ing infrastructures for software art . 

Al essandr o Lud ov ico - Ne ur a l: What individual and small archives 
can learn from shared collaborative platforms . 

We did not expect to provide answers to all the questions , nor d i d 

we believe there would be single perfect solutions for each of t he 
problems raised . This meeting of professiona l s and peers was fore 

most an inventory of the challenges associated with born - digital 

archives . In this sense , the meeting was notable for the forum it 

p r ovided for sharing and comparing experiences and priorities , 
but also because a group of professionals from various countr i es 

and organizations came together to devote attention to critical 
aspects of born-digital cultural content , discuss the potential 

benefits of sharing information, and learn from each other . As was 
stated at the end of the day : 

GD More information about these archives and the biog raph ies of the presenters can be read on our 
website: http ://www. virtueelplatform.nl/archive2020. 
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'There is an increasing overlap between the problems relating 

to the different types of archives (small. large , government
pri vate . art . documentary. and audiovisual archi ves) wi th regard 

to storage. opening up and accessibility to the digital domain, 
which are, to a degree, becoming increasingly similar . Issues 
such as authenticity and integrity, selection and documentation, 

reproducibili ty , recording interacti vi ty . etc ., impact on all 
areas and are bound up with the type of collection that is being 
managed , to a greater degree than in the analogue era . . 

Eme r ging issues 
The working groups made many interesting remarks and raised sever
al issues that require attention . Some participants were already 
familiar with the field of contemporary art conservation , but some 
very specific issues also emerged from the discussions . 

Doc ume nt a tion st r ateg i es : 
From Darwinist i c Ar chiv i ng to standa r disation and DIY 

A new strategy for the future re -c reation of software art was 

suggested . aptly referred to as ' Jack the Wrapper ' . which would 
involve putting all the software in a box and describing and 

documenting the entire artwork so that it could be cloned in the 

future . But . as was clearly demonstrated , not all born -digital 
material is easily documented and packaged . The term ' Darwinistic 
Archiving ' was suggested . referring to the survival of t he best
documented artworks . 
Discussions ahout these issues focused on whether d i fferent strat
egies should be considered . For example . should we focus on docu
mentation instead of trying to preserve complete works? ® There 
was general agreement that not everything can be saved , and that 
the most informative parts that convey the main idea of the work 
should be prioritized . This attitude echoes current strategies in 
contemporary art preservation . To what extent will the increas~ 

ing democratization of the technology that is used also democra~ 
tize the responsibility to preserve digital works? And at the same 
time , does archiving as a human-led centralized practice have any 
future - Internet storage and archiving can already cache data 
in two dimensions (locat i on and time/revision)? Human or machine 
preservation aside , the most important concern was who decides 
and selects the material . Since most of the content is (not ye t ) 
collected in museum structures , their future as we l l as the choice 
of what to preserve becomes more problematic . 
Other suggestions included documenting process. Instead of saving 
the origi nal code it might be better to make a diagram that repre
sents all the possible states and scenarios of the work . Recording 
the work to video - as both a desktop video and a context video -
to capture the original work and how it was experienced would be 

, 

a vital step . Another strategy that some national archives use is 
' scanning on demand'. i . e ., content is only digitised when someone 
asks for it . Issues of invisibility and choice wi ll still remain , 
of course . 
In order to highlight the problem a general call went out to wr i te 
books and pUblish articles and reviews in magazine or newspapers : 
' the online ' has to become phYSical . This includes organizing 
exhibitions that will emphasize the urgency of preservation .0 
There was also a call to change the term ' digital preservation ' 
into 'permanent access', which might provide an impetus to the 
understanding and importance of the work. Everyone was in favour 
of devoting more attention to presentation and exposure . 

Susta i nability 
In order to ensure a longer l i fespan for born -digital cultural 
content , it was suggested that online archives should share re 
sponsibility in a bottom-up approach : create or organise a network 
that feels responsible and is involved in the process or with t he 
content of the work , One could think in terms of social network 
ing strategies that collaborate on creating shared resources and 
knowledge . A certain level of centralisation was seen as impor
tant. if only to clarify and distribute responsibilities . Another 
approach to explore would be to integrate archiving into e xisting 
institutions and have them apply for project funding . While this 
strategy has many positive aspects it is important that everyone 
in the institute is aware of the activities i nvolved in a project 
and that it is not in the hands of one (enthusiastic) individual . 
Moreover, the procedures to follow if funding stops must be 
unambiguous . Another strategy was to distribute the work as 
much as possible : think of remixing strategies and an approach 
Kevin Kelly calls ' movage ' : the more it is out there , the more 
it is seen , and t he better it is archi ved . Although contested , 
standardisation should also be considered . The same i ndexing 
standards will improve access. but an international task force is 
needed to deal with this . Instead of traditional methods one could 
investigate strategies similar to the Wikipedia model . 

Responsibil ity 
The discussion about sustainability inevitably led to the issue 
of responsibility : who is responsible and what is the role of the 
artist , programmer , curator , museum and audience? A suggestion was 
made to increase the responsibility of the artists and make them 
aware of the problem by introdUCing preservation strategies into 

® The question of the differences bet .... een docu - <D Some successful examples .... ere named . for exam-

mentation and preservation was follo .... ed up by ple . the 20011 Guggenheim exhibi tion Seeing 

CRUMB. on their discussion list in June. For Double and the To clean or lIot to clean' 

more information see their achive: 

https://W'W'W.jiscmall.sc . uk/cgi - bin/webadmin? 

A2-ind0906&L-NEW ' HEOl A -CURATING&o-O&P-I 1152 • 

schoonmaken van kUlIstwel·kell op za81 exhibition 

at the Kroller ' MUller Museum . the Netherlands. 

in 2009. 
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funding applications . for example . However , referring to Darwin
istic Archiving . this raises the question of what is considered 
more important : the quality of the work or the preservation strat 
egy. Institutes and museums . or even universities . who have more 
resources and expertise . should receive more attention . These in
stitutes could assume a coordinating role, so that smalle r organi 
zations or individuals can participate . A ' funding for research ' 
approach was suggested to make it beneficial for both sides.® Be
cause the web is made by individuals and not by organizations the 
network community and users appealed for a strategy to mobilise 
these people and make them aware of their self - sustainabi1ity. ® In 
some cases . this would also better reflec t the origin and process 
of the work . 

Urge n t actions have to b e taken 
Central to the discussions at the meeting was the participants ' 
high level of commitment and their sense of urgency . and there was 
a general agreement that the primary focus should be on : 

Ra ising awa r e n e ss : About the websites of artists , curators . 
organizations. museums as well as of funding bodies ; 
Funding : Preservation strategies could be included in funding 
applications . . Artists should make digital wills ' ; 
Accessibility . open standards : Because most institutions have 
specific demands . open source software can provide the flex 
ibility that is needed in the field as well as provide a sound 
basis with universal standards ; 
Knowl e d ge sharing : Also between different disciplines (music . 
broadcasting , gaming . science . oral history) ; 
Res ea r c h a nd best practice : Ex amine existing archives and how 
they function . as well as pub l ish examples of best practices and 
unsuccessful strategies . This wil l create a shared knowledge 
base and foster the learning process ; 
Presentation : Create urgency by showcasing . presenting and pub 
lishing . In the end it is vital that eac h work has more possi 
bilities for presentation . Make the field visible . 

We would very much like to thank the speakers . the reporters and 
of course all the participants of Archive 2020 for their efforts. 
insightful comments. and their genuine optimism that the sustain 
able archiving of born - digital material is just over the horizon . 
A special thanks goes to Ni e ls Kerssens who helped process all the 
data and the notes of the discussions and talks . 

® It was ment.ioned t hat the Da niel Langl ois 

Foundation had part.icipate d in similar projects , 

® Turbulence a nd Rhizome wo rk i n t.his wa y, 
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CULTURAL ANALVTICS 

lev MancMCh lecture Porodlso. Amsterdam. 1 7 May 2()J9 

Swedish broadcasting corporations have 
assembled an archive of over seven million 
hours of material . The number of photo
grap h s uploaded to Flickr far exceeds the 
total number of objects preserved globally 
in art museums. Google Books is digitising 
and indexing books from libraries around the 
world ; the ARTstor website includes almost a 
million images of art objec ts. Concurrently , 
with the growth in the production of cul 
tural objects . there is also an increase 
in the amount of software that can be used 
for analytical purposes . How will people in 
the future regard the data we leave behind. 
and how will they navigate such a seemingly 
endless stream of data? 
Preceding the Archive 2020 expert meeting 
Virtueel Platform invited cultural analyst 
Lev Manovich to shed light on new approaches 
to using archival material . Drawing on 
Cultural Analytics research conducted over 
the last few years at the University of 
California , San Diego . Manovich discussed 
theoretical and methodological issues that 
arise when we 
data . What will 

start treating culture as 
happen when the humanities 

start using interactive visualisations 
as a standard tool in their work . the way 
many scientists do already? If slides were 
the tools of art history . and movie pro
jectors and video recorders the tools of 
film studies . what new cult~ral disciplines 
might emerge from the use of interactive 
visualisation and data analysis of large 
cultural data sets? Cultural Analytics has 
demonstrated that it is possible to look 
beyond a narrow collection of standard 
works . This reveals patterns that nobody 
noticed before . We are no longer considering 
a small sampling of culture . but the total 
distribution . the totality of cultural 
production . 


